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Shirt Offerings
You will find them in all propier
shapes and patterns.
They are
shirts that will please any man.
You will- make no mistake in select
ing them as a New Year Gift.
The prices aslo make them an ex
tremely easy gift to purchase.

THE DAYLIGHT
OTflOr

Wl. DBES&Efi, Prop.

U I Ullt

KENNEBUNK

14 MAIN STREET

T. L. EVANS & CO.
We Begin Our Annual

Bargain
Sales
THIS WEEK
Table Tumblers

2c each

White Dinner Plates 5c each
White Cups and Saucers
75c per dozen
Blue Decorated Cups and
Saucers? > $L00 per dozen
112-piece Dinner Sets $7.98
10-pieceToilet Sets
$2.50

Hand Lamps complete
with Burner and Chimw ney and wick
19c

Nickel Plated Tea Kettles
79*
Covered Sheet Iron Roast
ing Cans /
29c

Mrs. Potts* Flat Iron Sets
3 irons, handles and
75c
stand
Tin Tea and Coffee Pots 10c
5c
1 quart Corn Poppers
Extension Sash Curtain
3c
Rods, ;

4 quart Grey Enamel Tea
35c
and Coffee Pots

205 and 207 Main Street
BIDDEFORD, ME.
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PRICE 3 CENTS

Mr. and Mrs. Bonser, Miss
Sudden Death
Susie Bonser and Mr.. Ftánk Boñ>
Mr. Walter M. Nason died at his
ser spent Sunday in Sanford.
home in Bangor, Friday, Dec-i 23,
Mrs. Agnes Webb and family are after an illness of less than a week’s
moving into Miss E. A. Clark’s duration, aged 50 years.
Walking this aim. tickerlish.
residence on Fletcher street.
Mr. Nason had been in the em
Mr. Harry Fairfield arrived home: Mr. and Mrs. George Mitchell, ploy of the Atlantic Shore Line
Saturday*.
of Saco Road, are moving into the Railway some four years, and was
one of the most popular motormen
Miss Nellie Harden spent Xmas Nahum Down place this week.
Mr; Felter and wife, who aré on the line..: He left for his home
in Sanford.
Look out for mark-downs and stopping with G. P. Lowell’s fam 4 in Bangor, Friday, Dec. 15, and
ily, are away during the holidays! the following Friday passed away.
bargain sales.
The 23d anniversary of Olivé- The funeral occured Sunday and
Mrs. Lemuel Larabee still re
Rebekah Lodge, No. 2i, LO. OI Messrs. John Fitzpatrick and Jos
mains very ill.
F. will be held on Saturday even eph Roxbury went from here to j
Mr. Charles Merrow was* home
attend the services.
ing.
for the holidays.
Mr. James Mann of Lisbon Falls] The employees of the railroad
Christmas over.
Now for a,
was in town last week visiting reía J and the managers sent several
Happy New Year.
tives and combining business asj beautiful floral tributes.
Mrs. Hannah Hill is suffering well.
Mr. Nason leaves a wife and one
from a severe cold.
[daughter to mourn his loss.
Mr. Samuel Clark has purchased]
Music, Sermons and Sunday School Exer
Mr. William Simonds spent the of Mr. E. I. Littlefield, a fine yoke'
Xmas holidays here.
Painful Accident
of cattle to use in his lumber busi
cises All in Keeping with the Festivities
Mr. Frank Mendum spent Christ ness.
Mr. R. H. Sawyer, General
mas with his mother.
—The Churches Were Most Beautifully
The Seavey Brothers Of Rochester iManager-of the Goodall Matting
Traffic nearly at a standstill this. have recently purchased overi |Company, met with an accident
Decorated with Holly and Evergreen.
(Wednesday) morning,
2,000,000 feet of lumber of Samuel ¡Friday of last week, while at work
[on one of the matting machines.
Mr.. Frank Wakefield and wife Clark.
were here for Christmas.
Mr. Blanchard and family left The back of his'left hand and sev
METHODIST
thereon and of which each one
The coal pocket at the Town for Farmington, N. H., last week. eral of the fingers were badly
They will reside there in the crushed in the machinery. Dr. F.
House has been roofed in.
received a generous share.
At
the
Methodist
church
Lord dressed the wound which
There were over 400 presents on future.
is doing very well, but it will be Sunday afternoon the pastor,
the Methodist Christmas tree.
Mr. Charles Waterhouse of pome time yet before Mr. Sawyer Rev. W. L. Holmes, preached
UNITARIAN
Mr. E. I. Littlefield has ^been Lawrence spent the Christmas will be able to use the same.
It a. splendid Christmas sermon r
appointed sheriff for another term. holidays with his father, Abraham was a narrow escape from a more
The music at- the Unitarian
and the choir rendered some
Mr. Frank Wakefield of Law Waterhouse.
church Sunday morning was,
serious accident.
excellent music.
rence was in town for the holidays.
The auction sales have been well
Monday evening a large splendidly rendered, and Rev.
Mr. Nahum Drown and son, of attended thus far and there will be
Wells
Mr. Lewis pleached an inter
Biddeford, spent Monday in town. another sale of goods this Wednes 1 George M. Lord was in town number of children and adults
esting
sermon.
enjoyed the supper and tree in
Miss Eulalie Webb will spend a. day evening.
over Christmas.
Monday evening at 6.30 a
Mrs. E. M. Jewett of-Gorham >■ Frank C. Mildram of Boston the vestry, which was most
week’s vacation at her home here.
supper was served and one of
tastefully decorated with holly
Mr. Parker Chamberlain of and Miss Nellie Emery of Bowery spent Christmas at his home.
Massachusetts was in town Mon Bend, spent Christmas with Mrs. 1 Mrs. Edmund Garland was in and green. AiTbrchestra fur the best entertainments that
Orrin Fairfield.
day.
nished some delightful music has ever been given in the.
Saco, Wednesday of last week.
Mr. Frank Cram of Limerick has 1 Mrs. John L. and Miss Hanna and the vocal selections were churchy followed. Thè Christ
Mr Winnie Wells has been
mas tree was laden with gifts
stopping for a few days with Mrs. been in town for a short stay with Wells were in Portland last Friday.
much enjoyed.
Judge and Mrs. Cram in their new
Chase.
and-one and all were made
ieY ^Frank L. Clark left town Satur
Miss Amy Clark left Monday for home on Dancstreet?" ~
happy.
day morning for a visit in Waltham.
BAPTIST
The moving pictures given at the
a visit to friends in Haverhill and
Mr. 'Elmer J. Cole left town
Mousam Opera House Saturday Thursday morning for Camden, N.
Boston.
At the morning service of
CONGREGATIONAL
Mrs. George P. Lowell, who has evening, had a small audience as it J.
the Baptist church a Christ
been on the sick list, is much" deserved, from what we hear.
One of the best services
Mr. H. B. Lord and James mas sermon and hearty sing
Remember the concert and dance Davis were in Portland Tuesday of
better.
ing
made
one
realize
that
the
ever
held in the Congrega
Mr. Wakely and Mr. Brawn to be given by the Thornton Man last week.
¡festival
was
at
hand,
and
the
tional
church was on Sunday
dolin
Club
in
the
Mousam
Opera
went gunning Monday. Game
House, Friday evening of this Miss Luella Eaton spent Christ 'evening service, conducted morning, when the Choral
missing.,
mas with her brother, J. Moulton
week.
really by the Sunday School, Cantata, *uThe Hope of the
Miss Stella. A. Libby spent
Eaton in Providence, R. I.
¡was most pleasing. We gave World,” Was given and the
Christmas at her home in South A new club has been started for
Percy Rankin of Bates College
the study of English history and
the program in last week’s Christmas lesson was inter
Standish.
they are holding some very instruc and a friend from Bowdoin spent issue and it was Well carried woven in Rev. Mr. Fulton’s
Miss Carrie Webb of Boston ar tive meetings. The last one was Christmas at the formers home.
happy manner. The evening
rived iu town Monday for a shoit held with Mrs. A. W. Bragdon,
Mr. William Campbell and fami out in every particular.
vacation'.
Monday
evening,
promptly
I
service was rendered by the
ly
of
Kennebunk
spent
Christmas
Fletcher street.
at the home of Mr. Charles Camp at 7 p.m., some hundred and Sunday School and it showed
Mrs. A. H. Lord is expected
Mr. Harry Edgecomb as busi
home from the Trull hospital in a ness manager and Mr. Roy Nason bell.
twenty -five children and adults much care and labor bestowed
Mrs. Franklin Warren went to sat down to the well laden by those haying the matter in
feW days.
as leader of the Boy’s Orchestra
A new barber shop will be opened deserve much credit. „They tell us Portland Friday morning to spend tables and enjoyed the bounfi-; charge as well as by those
on Main street in Mr. Sidney Ful the program was fine which they Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. W. ful supper which had been taking part. .
rendered at the Unitarian Xmas H. Hobbs.
ler’s store.
Monday evening the sup
Mr. Frank O. Stacy and family provided, but the interest of
Arthur Chase spent Christmas festival.
the
evening
entered
in
the
per
and Christmas tree at
and Miss Lottie Williams, all of
with. his friend, John Randall of Last Wednesday afternoon at the Marblehead, Mass., spent Christ Christmas tree which was tracted a large number and
Lee, N. H.
annual meeting of Section 390, En mas in town.
laden with presents and the all were much pleased with
The Atlantic Shore Line Rail dowment Rank, Knights of Pythias
Miss Alice L. Rankin and Miss large , company was made the success of the Christmas
way report a heavy traffic during the following-officers were chosen Alma Littlefield spent Tuesday of
happy by the gifts contained festivities of 1904. .
for the ensuing year:—President,
the holidays.
last week in Portland, attending
‘W. L* Watson; Vice-President,
Mr. Samuel Clark recently pur Edgar D. Bragdon; Secretary and the symphony concert in the even;
ing.
chased a fine wood lot of Mr. Geo. Treasurer, H. E; Day.
Pike of Wells.
Mrs. John Goodwin left town for
Lawrence
Saturday, where she
Miss Martha Sleeper, who is in Something About the Senator from
will spend the rest of the winter
the employ of Mrs. W. D. Hay, is
Sanford
with her daughter, Mrs. Charles
taking a vacation.
Last but by no means least in the E. Littlefield.
• Miss, Maud E. Webber has been series of sketches of the next Maine
The Christmas concert given by
spending a week with Mrs. Emma senate, which have been published
the
Sunday School of the Second
Joyce and daughter.
in the Bangor Daily News, is Hon. Congregational church was held
Our merchants as well as those Fred J. Allen of Sanford, one of Monday evening. The entertain
in Biddeford and Saco report a the three senators-elect from York ment consisted of recitations, piano Reduced to Cost as we do not wish to carry them Over.
county.
good holiday trade.
and vocal solos F selections by the
$1.00 ARTICLES, NOW 75c
He is a “graduate” from the Mandolin Club, songs by the school
Miss Frances Eaton will be mar
house, where he has served two and a brief address by the pastor,
.75
50c
ried January 1, . and will .reside in
U ;
C4
sessions and was honored with all of which passed off very pleas
.50.
39c
Kittery m the future.
appointments to some of the most antly. After the entertainment
.25
19c
Miss. Louise Mendum has* re important committees.
< •
.
K
was over the gifts were distributed.
.15
10c
turned; home from an extended visit
Mr. Allen is 38 years old.
He Much credit is due our Superin
11
C(
.10
7c
in Boston and vicinity ,
graduated from Bowdoin in .the tendent and his helpers for their
Thursday evening of this week class, of 1890 and studied law, be untiring efforts in making the con AND SO ON
cert a success.
occurs the meeting of. the I. O. O. ing admitted to the York bar in
1903, and has since practiced in
All we have left we have put in bur BIG WINDOW—Come
F. for election of officers.
A Pleasant Surprise
Sanford with marked success.
and get. first chance.
Even the electrics if they are not
He is a director and attorney for On Saturday last Mr. Frank
always on time would be appre
the Sanford National bank and at Allen, the popular superintendent
ciated a morning like this.
of the cutting-room at the Counter
torney for several corporations.
Shop was presented with a beauti Miss Gussie Lord of Boston,
He is a Knight Templar and one ful pipe by his men as a token of
bookkeeper for the Everett Varnish of. the most popular men in York the respect and esteem in which,
Co. , spent the holidays here.
181 Main Street, Biddeford
county.—Bangor Daily News.
they hold him.

J ** Cocal Rotes ** H

Are just as acceptable as Christmas
Gifts if they are properly chosen
Let us suggest that you look at our

Do you want the
news? If so, read
sthe Enterprise
j

I

Xmas Celebration
at the Churches
Large Attendance to Hear
the Special Services

Grand Mark-Down
; for One Week Only

All Our Christmas Novelties

HILL, VERRILL & CO.,

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28r 1904
beautiful fur coat,|fur gloves arid.fi
KennebimR enterprise acap,
also a heater lor his feet forJ
* Cburcb Services * | Citv Opera ljou$e I
the cold days of the- coming win - j
|

Devoted to the General Interests of ter. Mir. Davis feelsrof course more !
' ''York County

BIDDEFORD

SPECIAL LOW PRICES

|

Baptist Church —Main Street
than pleased and appreciate^ these
RHV. H. L. HANSON List of Coming Attractions»
gifts
from
the
patrons
of
his
route
’ Issued Every Wednesday by
Sunday—
January 2. Colonial Stock Co.,
who show by these generous gifts 10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.
-ANNJEJQYCE GREDIFORD
beginning Monday for one weekv
„.Ediiarand PiLhJisb.er^. , their thoughtfulness and -appreciat j,il.3O'a. m. — Bible School.
Kennebunk, Maine
ion of their R. F. D. carrier. This •X>.15.p. m. Ypufig.People’s Meeting.
January 13. Isle of Spice.
7.00 p. m. Brayer Meeting.
j makes the third pf the carriers from
January 14. Fiqld and Hanson’s
Trial Subscription ffr Three Months - 25 Cents
Monday—
Single Copies
a 3Cents the Biddeford Office, who have re
7.30 p. m. Young People ’ s Meeting. Negro Minstrels,.
ceived similar presents in the pdst Wednesday—• •
January 23, Ruby Stock Co.,
Wednesday, December 28, 1904
year. We congratulate Mr. Dalvis ‘^.39 p. tn. Blaise and-.. Prayer Meet- for the week.
-^ing.
on the generosity ¡of his patrons.
■ Covenant Meeting last Friday evening
January 31. t ^Nance O’Neil.

A Happy New Year to ^,11,j

Why not make some rela
tive or friend a New Year’s
present of the Enterprise?
The scarcity of water back
in the country continues to
increase daily and the situa
tion^ is becoming more and
more serious.
Did you get the presents
you wanted and have you
done yottr New Year’s shop
ping?
a '
;
The worse--storm of the
season in this section was on
Tuesday.

Kittery

in-month:* ‘s

k

UNTIL JANUARY 1st

$3.50 RIMLESS GOLD FILLED EYEGLASSES
ONLY $1.00
To bringito a fitttipg.close the most successful year of my
business-experience,-arid io advertise to Portland’s holiday visitors my modern methods of examining and fitting the eyes, I
have decided to offer, until January 1, these special low prices,
positively^the lowest ever quoted in Maine.

,

Regular $3.50 Gold Filled Riinless Eyeglasses,, with best
quality spherical . lenses and mountings, warranted teir years,
$1.00 a pair.
$1.00 Gold Filled5 Eyeglass Chains, 50 cents.
Solid Gold« Spectacle Frames, $2.50^
Gold Filled Frames, warranted iO years, 75 events,
Nickel R. B. Frames, 25 cents. ' i
Specially Ground Lenses, 50.;cents èàcn and up. \

' Unitarian Church — Main Street
: Mrs, Annie E. Wilson of Gov
' ’ ' rÉv. E. R. 'lewis
ernment street is spending the Sunday,— ::
holidays with her children in 10:30 váí¡ th. Preaching Service.
■
rii. . Sunday Sqhool ;. <
Massachusetts.
. 7.0Q R.. in.« Evening Service. ,

One- hundred ,and twenty ^fiv^
Repairing at vjery low prices.
men were di^ehafged.. Thursday} Congregational CHURCH-MDane Street
¡fti REVÍ ’.Á. c, eu.lt.on
, RFMEMBBR! These are all new and fresh from the fac
ohehtihdfed from yards’ and docks Sundaytory and the lenses, are ground or fittad especially for each case. ;
and twenty-five from the construc 10.30 a. nL* Preaching Service.
î Examiné-the Eyes Free, and guarantee' ^atfefacriojn<. Remember^
Sunday School?**( 12.00 m.tion department.
I arti'at my office every day .and give-my personal^ attention to each patron,
hu7.0&p.? m/ Evening Service.
Open Every Evening Until Christmas. - Fyes examined and
. It i< very dry in this vicinity. Wednesday—
• fitted as well by night as by day. • ’
.-L
Wells and cisterns are very low.
7.30 p. m. Prayer Meeting.
Many of the, good citizens of Kit-,
-Methodist Church — Saco Road
tery are fearful of having to go , REV. WILfiUR; E. HOLMES, PASTOR
abput..with unwashed faces if the- Sunday—
rain cfoesfi’t Sootf cotflfe.
11.00 a. m. Junior League..
Maine’s Leading Optician
2.00 p. nr.* Preaching Service.
Pay Inspector Charles W. Little ;c
3.0Q.p¿ m. BibJp^SchoQl.
-field, UIj S. N. inspector-general
478 1-2 Congress Street, Portland
7.00 p. m. Evening ^érvice.
of the pay corps, waS- at ’the yard Monday—- '
Both Phones
Up-Stairs ,
'Opp. Preble House
' Several of our most reliable Monday, Deq.
making J the '■"* 7.30 p. m;; *Epwófth League.
correspondents have failed to regular quarterly^ inspectiop of the Wednesday—
accounts at the yard and on ships I > 7i30!p. m. Prayer Meeting.
If you want ain Up-to-date Sectional
reach us this week.
Friday-— .
Bookcase, get the HALE at the Wash
there.
-------------—;----------------- -ESTABLISHED 1851
7.3Q p. 'm. Class Meeting.
ington Street Furniture Store.
A man from Kittery Point, who
Saco Road
‘ Christian Scientist
was a passenger on the steamer,
J. A, A. KEITH.
errill
& Co. V
Manager
Room 8, Ross Block, Main Street
The following letter should have Alice Howard, on-her last trip,
F. X. COTE <3 CO.
appeared in our issue »of Dec. 21, front Portsmouth on Saturday night ; Sunday seavices at 10.45 a. m.
’ CHOICE STOCK OF HOLIDAY GOODS ’
Subjects and sermons copyrighted by
WASHINGTON ST. FURNITURE STORE
but was crowded out. We publish in attempting to get ashore’ at the thje Rev. Mary Baker Eddy. .
DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, SILVER WARE
... (^I^pCKS, WATCHES, SILK UMBRELLAS; < V j
,
BIDDEFORD, ME.
the same this week.
Badgers Island, laridirig before the
: CHATELAINE BAGS, ETC.
<’
M. E. Churh — West Kennebunk
B. F. Lombard lost a valuable boat was made fast ftfll irito the
REV. WILBUR E. HOLMES, PASTofe .
horse last week.
river.
He was fished out-hy the Sunday—
, • School closed last Friday for a fireman of the boat jand several of z 10.30 a. m. Preaching Service,
------ HAVE YOUR -----503 CONGRESS STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
the passengers. He did not enjoy Tuesday—
two weeks’¡vacation.
^..00
p.
m,
Prayer
Meeting,
,..
Edward Clark will move firs' the "cold bath.
Friday—
W. F. Bowen', a private attaphe^
house to Kennebunkport . very
-7.00 p. m. Class Meeting at Mi^s
: -V. M.-Gousens. •
to the marind'guard of the U. S.
s0on.
t
1904
1875
FOR
THE
HOLIDAY
S
S.
-Sou
th
er
y,
was
instantly
killed
r Eplalie Benson of Kennebunk
i Catholic ’ Ser viCES — Mousam Hall
.MainjStr.eet.
port spent the week with her aunt, at midnight oh/Saturday night by
. REV^J. -O. CASAVAjiT, DRIEST
I have just received
Mrs. Florence Ross of North Ken falling through a hatch wayto the. Services
every fourth Sunday at .9.30
a new line of mould floor
of
the
fireroom,
sr
distance
of
nebunkport.
a. m.
ing, also frame» suitabout
30
feet.
The
unfortunate,
_ Miss Perkins-, assistant at the
My long experience enables me to serve the
able - for photographs
LruiriJiruTJ
West Kennebunk post-office and man »had just returned from shpre
• public to their advantage. , Do not fear to
leave'your orders.. I guarantee, satisfaction
Miss Jessie Littlefield of Sanford, liberty and had started td‘descend
or money refunded.
If anyone wishes to
were the guests of Mrs. D. W. the ladder to the berth deck when
see
me
if
they
will
ask
for me I would be
his
foot
slipped
,
arid
he
fell
tohis
rviruinrLruTnjinjTJtru'
Hadlpck last Sunday.
- glad to see them
death.
A companion endeavored
Owing to .theisfevere illness of to save him by grasping the cape ■W, R. CORPS — Meetings every other
Thursday. evening in G. A. R. Half./
My Standard the Highest
My Stock the Largest
Peter Shur the Drama at Multum of his pvercoat but the fastening Mary Cassidy", president. ‘
My Prices Absolutely the Lowest
in Parvo Hall has been postponed gave way leaving the cape in his Pythian Sisterhood —Meetings
every other Tuesday evening in
until his recovery. All will feel hands. Bowen was removed to the' held
Pythian Hall. Mrs. Geo. Patterson,
9 BIDDEFORD. .*.
MA1NB
disappointed as all anticipated this Naval hospital where an autopsy C. C.
entertainment. We hope for the was held showing that death re Daughters OE Rebekah — Meetings
held the first and 'third Saturday’ eve
rapid recovery of our young friend.
Of Holiday shopping it freqijfentsulted from a fracture of the skull. nings in. Odd Felloes’ Hall. Susan
ly occurs that some friend is in
Charles Hutchinson lost his He was a native of Perry, Me., Larahee, N. G. i
advertently over looked so Xmas
York Lodge, No. 22 F. (& A. M.—
valuable hound, Liner last week. and the remains were sent there Gfeoi
presents provided such as
A. Gilpatrick, secretary. Meets
on or\before the full moon each month.
He prized this dog very highly and - fof interment.
Murray Chapter meets Monday’ follow
KENNEBUNK, ME.
had refused quite a sum for her.
Banglesj Buckles, Bbn Bon Dishes, Bdri^Bon Spoons
The many friefids of Captain J. ing full moon; St. Amand Commandery
NEXT TO BANK
She was one of the best fox and Frank Tilton of the steamer;- Alice meets second Thursday each month.
Bonnet Pins, BooY Marks, Bracelets, Brooches, Card
rabbit dogs in town and of cdurse Howard were pained to learn of his Salus Lodge, No. 156, I. 0. G. T.—
Cases, Chatelaines, Cloth Brushes, Cologne Bottles, Cuff
Meets every Tuesday evening in their
Buttons^ Garters, Glove Hooks, Hair Brushes,
he feels very badly about it, as she sudden death at 4.15 Thursday hall on Main street. , Q
1
Hair Pin
Trays, Lockets, Lorgnettes, Mirrors
V^AWA Tribe, Np. 19, I. O. R. M<—
will be hard to replace.
morning.
CaptaimTilton r^in his Meets
,Manicure; Articles; Pape^ Cutters in Pearl and Silver
every Wednesday evening. •
Edward Currier dame very near trips as usual Wednesday night MyRTEE LODGE, No. 19, K. of P.—
Pencils, photograph Frames, Pocket Books, Puff Boxes
------------i daiigerous accident last week, and went to his hoffie in his usual Meets j^yery-Friday evening in K. of P. ----------------------- A. N D —Scarf Pins, Shoe Horns, Soap Boxes, Watches and Diamonds and thousands of other articles at .".
when coming from the woods with health. He was engaged in remov Hall,'Main Street.
Mousam Lodge, No. 26, I. O. O. F.
a big load of logs, one of the wheels ing his clothes wheri he complained5 meeting held every Thursday evening. ".
struck a stunip and Ed' had to to his,wife of a blindness. He
= JEWELER =■
scramble for his life to keep, from continued to grow worse and Dr.
122 ¿htain St, BIDDEFORD
Wells Man in Court
being thrown under the wheels. E. E. Shapleigh was called, but
Ohed F. Stackpole ordered a
His quick moving saved him from could not relieve him as he had
young man- from Wells into court
a severe accident, as the logs were suffered an attack of derebral recently and ? charged him with
piled very high.
hemorrhaged
Captain Tilton was cruelty jtp animals. He was taken Main St., Kennebunk, Me.
Opposite the National Bank
Charles Perkins has begun to born in Chichester and was 65- before Recorder Weyiho'uth and
Will Cause Headache
cut ice on the Kennebunk river. years old. He came, to Portsmouth admitted that he has been driving
some broken down horses but
He has had his; icehouse repaired about five years ago and entered promised to get.rid of them as soon
LET
EXAMIN« YOUR EYES AND MAKE
and-now has a very commodious: the employ of the Portsmouth, as his case was settled in court.
Your Qlas^e^s
house in which to store , his ice for' jittery and York Jstreet rail/ay a$ Oii this promise he was allowed to
If you want it Buy your Goods at
—the coffiifig season. ? For some captain and purser of their ferry go after settling the costs of court.
reason he has not employed the boats.
Whiles ifi thi« capacity he
W. GUILBAULT
;;
"Isle of Spice"
veteran iceman, who has cut ice on made many friends by his uniform
M
asonic
B
uilding
,
B
iddeford
,
M
s
.
Optical
Specialist
the river for years. Alvah Smith courtesy. He leaves a wife. The
B. C. 'Whitney’s new musical
body will be taken to Amesbury, comedy, the “Isle of Spice,’’ will
is cutting the ice this year.
Mass., for interment.
be presented at the City Opera
Although a little early for Santa
House on Friday, January 13th,
Sanford,
Claus, there was a very pretty
with the epmplete. cast, scenery,
FRANK RUTTER, Prop.
Christmas tree and concert at the
The carol singers rendered some coprimes and mechanical and elec
trical effects that were used in the
Durell School,
Miss Jennie fine music at midnight Sunday.
long five months run at the Majes Water St. Kennebunk, Me.
Meserve, teacher, when every
Mr. Robinson and family of Old tic Theatre, New York City, that
Will Cxariiine your eyes
scholar was remembered, as was Orchard spent Christmas with Mr.
has jjist. been brought to a highly
* without charge. Will
Don’t worry about
ASTROLOGY
also the teacher, who was pre Davis’ family.
successful close. The book and
New Year’s Gifts9
tell
you
just
what
you
sented with a beautiful locket by
descriptions, important changes
Mr. Hurd, the undertakerr is on lyrics are by Allen Eowe and Paul Accurate
need ; and supply, you
Give a sensible,
her pupils with which she was
Schindler 'and Ben M. Jerome horoscope and advice FREE. Send
useful gift such7 as
with the best glasses"
the sick list.
and hour of birth with Stamp. No
wrote thé music, The company date
more than delighted. There was
SLIPPERS, RUB
that Can be ¿had 'at sat- .* *;
callers.
There was quite a fire in the includes such well known and
- P. TOMLINSON,
BERS, 6VERquite an attendance, and the after
isfactory prices ' Boston, Mass.
populär artists aS Blanche Buck 127 Charles St.
SHOES.^BOOTS
noon was very much enjoyed by store of E.VC. Billings’ Monday ner, a well known prima donna;
or LECG W;
all. The children highly prize morning. The entire window^was Carlton S. King, who has won for
Largest Stock in' ?
burned
in
no
time.
I
WOULD
LIKE
PUPILS
ON
THE
their teacher.
They think she is
ihimself an excellent name as a
York County to
There was a good holiday trade comedian.-of rare talent ; Denman
the very best teacher in town.
select from. Prices
PIANO
OR
ORGAN
Harry Watson, Leslie
RIGHT
The Patrons on Elroy Davis’ in spite of the little depression in Maley,
Leigh, Mattie Martz, Alièe Yorke,
Terms,
50
cents
a
Lesson
Route, Nd. 2 , which runs to Beech- business.
John Hendricks and Otto Booker.
Mr. Vernon Bodwell was at
wood from Biddeford, gave him a
ver/pleasant and substantial sur home foY the holidays.
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FIVE YEARS IN THE ICE.
Fate of a Young' Norwegian tn the
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Gems In Verse

FOR THE CHILDREN
Fortune Telling Gypsy.

Have you ever played a game called
If)------------------------------------------------ M
[Copyright, 1904, by T. C. McClure.] ■
Had Ole Sjostron’s tomb of ice on an
“fortune telling gypsy?” If not, you will
In May, 1858, when Colonel Saun
arctic
island
in
the
Bering
sea
remain

An Autumn Leaf.
SPECIAL SALE OF ed undisturbed a hundred thousand ders was sent into the Big Wichita
find it very entertaining. To make the
NOW FOR THE
i’m a gay and pretty fellow,
gypsy,
you first cut out a piece of
years, at the end of that ponderous mountains of Texas with 200 men and Decked in gold and red and yellow.
CLEAN U P/sr
pasteboard perfectly round; divide,
stretch of time the face and form of artillery to open a military road, the I’m a charming little courtier
with pencil marks this circle into about
When Dame Nature holds her court. Ole would diave looked as natural and Comanche Indians were at the zenith See
me dance upon the breezes—
twenty or more equal parts, like the
of
their
power
as
a
tribe.
Their
chief
lifelike as at the moment of the fisher
Oh, the naughty breeze that teases,
One Hundred Neck
All short lengths, Odd
was Eagle Feather, and he boasted Shakes and tumbles whirls and squeezes, spokes of a wheel. Place this piece of
man’s death.
pasteboard on a standard a few inches
Laughs and calls it sport!
Five years ago this young Norwe that he could defeat any force sent
Pieces, Broken AssortScarfs at $1.98, $2.98
high; then either make or buy a small
against
him.
gian, Sjostron, disappeared from BaraAnd the sunbeams try to kiss me!
»merits, Etc. Must be
wooden doll, which must be dressed
and $5.00 each. Many
Five days after the soldiers set out Ah! I’m sly. They often miss me.
noff station. Nobody knew w’hat be
like a gypsy.
sold.
It will begin
But
I
cannot
bear
to
grieve
them,
came of him, and finally people ceased on their march the Comanches to the
of them have sold at
Place this figure in the center of the
So I let them right away.
to wonder. A few weeks ago the body number of 500 met them on the Chico Oh,
Tuesday morning to
such fun, you couldn’t guess it,
circle on a wire or pivot, so that it
$7.50 and $10.00 :
:
river,
and
the
soldiers
took
possession
was found completely imbedded in the
And no words could e’er express it,,
clear the shelves and
will turn freely. The gypsy must have
ice and so thoroughly preserved that of a plateau and prepared for battle? Play g peekaboo with sunbeams
a wand in her hand which points to
All
on
an
autumn
day!
counters preparatory to
not even the slightest indication of Eagle Feather, assisted by a white rene
—Harry E. Fosdick. the figures on the disk.
Other values up to $35
,our annual stock taking
gade soldier, planned for a grand
change had set in.
Now prepare a lot of cards, upon
The barkentine City of Papette arriv charge of his lancers that should in
each of which you must write some
Nobody's
Dog.
sure
victory
at
once.
ed from Baranoff, and the news of this
prophecy bearing the numbers on the
you feasted today, old fellow?
At a given signal his whole body of Have
remarkable discovery was brought by
Had a sniff of some meat or a bone?
disk, such as No. 15, “You will be
warriors charged. It began when his Were you generously fed upon gravy and
her first mate, Knute Peterson.
successful in business;” No. 10, “You
first
line
had
approached
within
half
bread
«
“Five years- in the ice?’ said Peter
will have a long life and a merry one.”
By some one who called you his own?
son, “has not made”a bit of‘difference a mile of the soldiers making ready, Your
The person whose fortune is to be
One hundred Ladies’ and Misses’ Garments to be sold at a little
ribs,
sir!
How
plainly
they
’
re
show

in his appearance. When they found and the ground was clear of all ob
ing!
told must start the gypsy revolving on
more than half price. Prices $3.98, $5.00, $7.98 and $10.00. All
him he looked as though asleep, but struction and as level as a floor. The
Your legs seem uncertain and weak!
the pivot, and when she stops her
this season’s styles, the greatest opportunity for securing a stylish
sure enough' he was cold in death Comanches knew nothing of the pres Have you searched every street for a wand will point to one- of the num
morsel
to
eat?
Jacket ever offered in Maine.
ence
of
the
artillery
until
it
opened
even more so than the ordinary dead
Are you just a town dog, sir? Come, bers. Then the card bearing that num
Two hundred Neck Scarfs in handsome Sable and Isabella Fox,
man. They suppose that he lay down fire. After a single round of grape the
speak!
ber must be given to the player. (
also Coon and Oppossum will be sold on the same basis.
on the glacier while intoxicated and guns were silent and gave place to the
On this he reads his future.
Has
any
one
patted
your
head,
sir,
muskets.
The
charge
was
checked
and
fell asleep and that after be had frozen
.Or noted your great, sunken eye?
the
slaughter
something
terrible.
Fif

Have your unkempt ears heard any kind,
— COME EARLY =■-—------ --- = to death the ice formed over him.”
Seven Modern Wonders.
gentle word
Strange as this story may seem, the ty-three warriors and seventy ponies
The seven world wonders of an
From some human frfend passing by,
incident is not strange to those who were left behind when the force drew
have folks just kicked you aside, sir? tiquity were the pyramids, Babylon’s
know the arctic ice fields. Bodies of off and returned to the spot where the OrWhy,
you’re trembling now, where you gardens, Mausolus’ tomb, the temple
big
chief
had
posted
himself
to
watch
the mammoth, the Elephas primigenus
stand!
and
direct.
He
was
screaming
with
Have they struck you so much that you of Diana, the colossus of Rhodes, Ju
of an ancient epoch, have been found
piter’s statue by Phidias and the Pha
quake at my touch
similarly imbedded in the ice and so rage and chagrin when his broken
And cower at sight of my hand?
ros of Egypt, or, as some substitute,
tfon by the "work: done wimout rerer- well refrigerated that after a lapse of ranks retreated upon him.
ence to who does it.
When the lines were formed again It’s the'way of the world, poor old fellow! the palace of -Cyrus.
time which is regarded as not ItSss than
The seven wonders of the middle
Just a struggle for bread or a bone.
Many women as beads of depart 20,000 years, possibly a very modest every warrior was in them, and the
some of us know how you feel when ages were the coliseum of, Rome, the
ments get good salaries, and it. is no estimate, even the flesh of the animal chief placed himself at their head. And you
go
catacombs of Alexandria, the great
uncommon thing to see a woman of was all there.
Such warriors as had been dismounted
To your bed in the alley, alone!
fifty years or more in such a position.—
Were
you
sleek and well cared for and wall of China, Stonehenge, the lean
advanced
on
foot,
and
some
of
the
The sailor’s Information about the
handsome
ing tower of Pisa, the pqgcelain tower
Salesmanship.
finding of Sjostron’s body Is meager, wounded were tied on their horses.
Friends would feed you and love you at of Nankin and the mosque' of St. So
Again the soldiers waited until the
but it is presumable that Instead of
sight,
Getting; Into One’s Clothes.
being caught and imprisoned in the yelling horde had come to close quar^ But it’s different, sir, with a poor, luck phia at Constantinople.
MRS. MARIE DE HART.
How will these compare with the
To get into one’s clothes is an art. glacial ice the fisherman died on the ters, and again artillery and musketry
less cur,
Just a dog around town! There, good seven wonders of the modern world?
To stay in after the necessary number soft soil of the tundra and that his belched forth a murderous fire. It
tfk. Cincinnati Woman Who Has Be
night!
of pins have been put in place is a still body became covered up and frozen was a lesson no tribe of Indians ever
Perhaps there may be a difference of
come a Master Mechanic. .
—Salt Lake Herald.
greater
art
To
become
efficient
in
opinion as regards the latter day won
forgot.
In
five,
minutes
every
warrior
with
it.
A master mechanic in skirts! Who
ders, but the following are substituted:
Alexander Torson, formerly third who could get away had retreated,
ever heard of such a thing? No, not these arts practice the following:
The Passing of Summer.
Dress slowly.
The steam railway, the telegraph, the
mate of the City of Papette, disappear leaving the ground heaped with dead
a man masquerading, but a real live
Red scarlet is the chestnut moon,
telephone, the wireless telegraph, the
The east wind pipes a gathering tune,
woman of high birth, culture, educa Use plenty of safety pins as near the ed at Baranoff early this year, and his and dying.
The year is come to afternoon,
ocean steamship, the submarine manColonel Saunders watched the
tion and refinement, plying her chosen color of the gown as possible. Let old associates think that he, like Sjos
And summer’s dead.
them vary in size.
of-war and the airship.
tron, met death on a glacier and that movements of the red men closely and
vocation in Cincinnati.
Along the empty cornfields soon
With her sleeves rolled up to her el When the blouse is adjusted, pin his body is held unchanged and un anxiously, and he soon discovered a
Her funeral flowers shall be strewn,
Game of Raindrops.
bows, dainty hands soiled with the town in front at each side of the back changing in the ice, probably to aston new plan of attack.
And deep in valley, high on dune,
ind on each side of the front if neces- ish discoverers in some far later cen
A picturesque and interesting game
It would be made on foot, and the
grime and grease of a machine shop, lary.
Tones sadder than the pigeon’s croon
is known as raindrops. Sides are
tury.—San Francisco Cor. Chicago lances would be abandoned for rifles.
Mrs. Marie Gregory De Hart, scion of
Shall wail her glories spent and shed.
Pin the skirt after hooking it firm American.
chosen by two leaders, who arrange
an illustrious southern family and
There was a ravine about a mile to the
The maple mourns in flaming red
'
their players at either end of the room.
east of the soldiers’ position, and a
daughter of an ex-judge of the supreme ly to the waist on. each side of the
Her passing, and the asters spread
A net of white tarlatan is stretched
Lipton Must Give Place.
Carpets where blue and purple wed,
court and United States senator from back.
portion of the Indians would be cer
When the belt is put on take time to
across the. center of the room, and a
Whereon her fleeing ghost may tread
Si?, Thomas Lipton has unquestiona tain to advance under cover of that,
Indiana, prides herself on her skill in
lee that the band of the skirt is cov bly found an enormous advertisement while others Would advance from the
As she goes hurrying after June.
small table or stand is placed on each
ered. Pin it if necessary, but this is in challenges for the America’s cup and west and south. The fleldpieces were
side about four feet from the net. On
They shall not coffin her in lead
not necessary if the belt is not too in his frequent statements that he planted to cover points where a rush
each of these tables is an iridescent
Nor build a grave vault overhead’
tight.
Of marbles and gray granite hewn;
glass finger bowl filled with soapy
means to try again. There are those,
be expected, and the lines were
But she shall lie in grassy bed
Be sure that the s^lrt is hooked up chiefly on the other side, who believe might
water. All the children are provided
aligned
anew. Three kegs of powder
With
walls
and
roof
of
roses
red
—
Vie back and that the bodice cannot that there has been more of the ad
with soap bubble pipes tied with rain
Our summer dead.
were
taken
down
the
ravine
and
de

tome unhooked or unbuttoned at the vertiser than the sportsman in his
t-Nora Chesson in Lady’s Realm.
bow colored ribbons. Seven children
posited among the rocks as torpedoes,
front.
on one side of the net try to blow
whole cup campaign, and of late there and everything was ready by noon.
It pays to take a little more time have been indications of a feeling
their bubbles across to the opposite
My Mother.
It
was
half
an
hour
later
when
the
and to use a few more safety pins and among British yachtsmen that it is
side, while their seven opponents must
Who fed me from her gentle breast
Comanches
divided
into
three
com

to have each garment stay where it is time for him to stand aside and let oth
And hushed me in her arms to r£st
prevent them from coming over by
mands and moved to the attack. The
pressed?
fastened.
ers try. It is also intimated that Sir renegade had taught them how to And on my cheek sweet kissesMy
mother. breaking them with their pipes before
they cross the net. The next seven
Thomas will find it difficult to induce march on foot, and they came on al
Your Everyday Toilet.
bubbles are blown by the other side,
a first rate designer to take up anoth most with the step of infantry. In When sleep forsook my open eye,
Who was it sung sweet lullaby
Your everyday toilet is a part of er challenger for him. It is made tol
and the game goes on until ten bub
And
rocked
me
that
I
should
nqt
cry?
five
minutes
the
fight
was
raging
hotly
four character. A girl who looks like erably plain that others who would
My mother. bles have been put across by either one
on all sides, and as the Indians began
of the sides.
like to challenge will do nothing while to work up the ravine their fire began
Rice Blancmange.
Who
sat
and
watched
my
infant
head
Boil half a pint of rice in as little he is in the field, airtl it is possible that to do considerable damage. They con When sleeping in my cradle bed,
Trick With a Plate.
water as possible, till all the grains he will have almost prohibitive diffi centrated it on the artillery, and Saun And tears of sweet affection shed?
My mother.
Do
you
know how to balance a china
culty
in
obtaining
a
club
through
lose their form and become a soft
ders soon had five or six men killed or
'plate on the point of a needle and even
When pain and sickness made me cry,
mass. Next put it into a sieve, drain which to challenge if he persists in the wounded.
to cause it to spin steadily upon this
gazed upon my heavy eye
and press out all the water. Then re face of the feeling which exists.—Hart
There was no rush on the part of Who
And wept for fear that I should die?
delicate support?
turn it to the saucepan and mix it ford Times. «■
the redskins. Their plan was rather
My mother.
Cut two corks down the middle, and
with a large half pint of rich milk and
to make a long fight of it. There was
Majority Jury Verdicts.
in the ends of the four halves thus ob
Who
ran
tq/help
me
when
I
fell
a quarter of a pound of powdered sug
constant
fighting
for
over
three*
hours,
v
Several states have laws permitting
would some pretty story tell
tained insert forks, inclined to the
ar. Boil it again till the whole is re majority verdicts to be returned by both sides having more or less shelter. And
Or kiss the part to make it well?
MBS. MABIE DE HABT.
duced to a pulp. Then remove from juries in civil and criminal cases, the .The white men proved to be the best
My mother. smooth sides, of the corks at a little
less than right angles.
the manipulation qf machine tools and the fire and stir in while hot a wine concurrence of from two-thirds to five- shots, even though armed only with Who taught my infant lips to pray,
Place these four corks around the
knowledge of the all round practical glass of rose water. Dip molds into sixths of the jurors being necessary. muskets, and by and by the Indians To love God’s holy word and day
rim of the plate at equal distances-from
cold water, then fill them with the rice The trouble with the present system is got tired of their waiting game.
workings of a shop.
And walk in wisdom’s pleasant way?
My mother. one another, and see that the teeth of
Aside from her penchant for handling and set them on ice. ''When quite firm that when jurors refuse to sacrifice
It was finally seen that a large body
the forks are in contact with the rim,
the cold chisel and operating the lathe, and cold turn out the blancmange their convictions there is a costly and of them was gathering in the ravine, And can I ever cease to be
to prevent them from swaying.
she is the patentee of a hollow tire for and serve it in dishes with a sauce unnecessary diagreement. The cause and it was easy to see that the object Affectionate and kind to thee
With a little care this plate can
bicycles, carriages and automobiless tureen of sweetened cream flavored of justice Would be served by a two- was a rush. One of the guns was Who was so very kind to me—
My mother! now be balanced on the point of a
which she claims will revolutionize the with nutmeg, or it may be eaten with thirds vote in civil cases and a five- turned upon them, and when the shell
needle whose eye has been buried in
boiled custard or wine sauce. If pre sixths votp in criminal cases. Anoth with which it was charged exploded Oh, no, the thought I cannot bear, \
business.
the
cork of an upright bottle.
And,
if
God
please
my
life
to,
spare,
ferred,
the
blancmange
can
be
mold
Mrs. De Hart wks born in Kentucky
er- advantage to be gained by the it exploded two of the kegs of pow
By giving it a gentle rotary motion
and at the age of twenty was left a ed in breakfast cups. Always dip the change would be that the corruption der. How many were killed and I hope I shall reward thy care,
My mother. the plate may be made to spin around,
widow with two children. Twenty years molds in lukewarm water for a mo of jurors then would be a more elab wounded none could say, because the
which it will do for quite a long time.
When
thou
art
feeble,
old
and
gray,
ago, at the death of her father, Judge ment before turning out
orate, costly and dangerous process.— explosion hurjed down the high banks My healthy arm shall -be thy stay,
‘Robert C. Gregory, who succeeded Sen
and filled the ravine for a hundred And I will soothe thy pains away,
Polite Impoliteness.
The exercise of keeping the elbows New York Press.
ator Pratt of Indiana in the United
My mother
feet.
Straight
and
throwing
the
arms
back
Somebody said to Louis XIV. that
States senate, Mrs. De Hart found her
Buffalo Bill’s Title.
The calamity in the ravine ended the And when I see thee hang thy head,
Lord Stair (then ambassador of Eng
self with a small fortune at her com Until the back of the hands just touch
Two Kansas papers, the Wichita Ea attack on the part of the Indians, and ’Twill be my turn to watch thy bed
land to France) understood politeness
mand. Turning to art, literature and below the waist line is good to gle and the Lawrence Gazette, are try 'Saunders at once assumed the aggres And tears* of sweet affection shed,
My mother. the best of any man in the world.
music, she spent several years in Eu straighten round shoulders.
ing to establish for William Matthew- sive. He opened on the herd of ponies
“I shall soon see,” said the king.
rope in pursuit of her studies. On re
son of Wichita the right to the title of left just out of rifle shot and with two
One day as they were going to enter
The smart woman saves time and “Buffalo Bill,” now worn so conspicu
turning to America she took up news
The
Earth
Stopper.
discharges of the guns scattered it.
paper work and has been employed on patience by keeping a shoe horn with ously by Colqnel Cody. “Matthewson Wh«a the redskins attempted to bunch Through soaking fields and gateways deer a carriage which was to carry them to
a hunting party the king said to Lord
He plods, this toiler of the night,
many of the leading dailies in the Unit the children’s rubbers to make their was known "Us Buffalo Bill long before in any considerable number he opened
That luckier others, now asleep,
Stair, “Enter, my lord.” Lord Stair,
ed States as a critic in music, art and donning easy.
Cody was heard of,” declares the Ga on them with shell, and such ponies as Where he has sown the seed may reap
to the great surprise of the co,urtiers,
the play.
Their
full
delight.
zette, “but Cody took the name and galloped within musket range were
did not wait to be asked a second time,
Five years ago Mrs. De Hart conceiv The wax from dripping candles can made money and fame out of i£? while- brought down by the soldiers.
The air is damp and chills his bones;
and the king was convinced of the
ed the idea of an airless tire. She at be removed from table linen by a gen Matthewson sought neither. There is
Eagle Feather had more than enough
Across the moon a black cloud flees;
truth of what they had told him, for,
pnce took up the study of mechanics, erous application of alcohol.
not an old settler on the border but before the sun went down. Once he The wind, unresting, sobs and moans,
in this case, the finest politeness was
became an expert machinist and opep;
with dismal, ghostly tones,
knows that Bill Matthewson earned rallied his warriors as if for a last des Swishing,
in prompt obedience.
Among the trees.
Tbe afternoon nap is beneficial to and for years carried the title that aft perate charge, but they were so thor
ed a shop of her own, devoting her
time mainly to perfecting her tire those who would gain flesh.
erward made Cody famous.”
oughly whipped that they refused to And sounds, unnoticed in the day,
The Hen’s Measure.
geheine. Where hundreds of men fail
Come echoing clearly through th«
charge. As darkness fell he began his
Jellies and Custards.
gloom—,
Little Edna went out with her mam
ed she has succeeded, with the result
Plant Life.
retreat over the prairie, and he made A farm dog’s bark, a horse’s neigh,
Almost every housekeeper knows the
ma to gather eggs one morning, and,
that after an expenditure of a fortune
Plant life is much more tolerant than no halt until reaching his village, a A sleep’s hard cough and far away
seeing her mamma take all the eggs in
In development she has a commodity jfalue of a wet hot towel in unmoldlng animal life of extremes of tempera hundred miles away.
A church clock’s boom.
one nest, remarked:
with which she hopes to revolutionize jellies and custards, They will appre ture, growth having been observed in
None of the Indian dead was re
in the covert silence sits
“Oh, mamma, don’t take all the eggs.
the tire business,—Cincinnati Commer ciate the suggestion in Good House some instances as low as'zero and in moved, and only a few of the wounded But
Enthroned
In
solitude
complete,
keeping of a cold towel to assist re
You must leave one for the mamma
cial Tribune.
Save
when
a
brown
owl
past
him
flits
other
Instances
as
high
as
72
degrees
were taken away. Two years later, Or when a dead branch snaps to bits
moving a cake or pie from the baking
hen to measure by.”
tin. Wring the cloth out of cold wa C. It is perfectly true that a freezing when peace came, Eagle Feather ac
Beneath his feet.
Saleswomen.
process
does
not
destroy
life.
A
fish
knowledged
his
losses,
and
he
had
the
Reminding; the Hen.
Unquestionably more women of ca. ter, fold and lay on the table and set or a frog will be frozen solid and on figures down close. Of his ponies he Yet on he goes with fearless stride,
"It’s well I ran into the garden,”
To work when foxes hunt his rule,
pability and Intelligence look upon the hot baking tin on it for a few rethawing become quite lively again. lost all but a hundred. Of his warriors
Said Eddie, his face all aglow,.
brushwood thick, o’er ditches
salesmanship as a life work than was minutes, when the obdurate cake or The seeds of plants can actually un he reached home with less than 200. Through
“For what do you think, mamma, hap
wide,
the case ten or even five years ago. A pie may easily be removed.
dergo for hours a temperature of liquid They were the flower of his fighting Until at length he stands beside
pened ?
You never will guess it, I know.
visit to any one of the better class of
The still, dark pool.
Chiffon frills to match the gown are hydrogen, the coldest temperature men -left behind, and had his loss taken
The little brown hen was there cluckiiig;
stores is sufficient to prove this to the -much used instead of the lace frill.
known, and yet retain their germina in only the war ponies it would have And there above the water’s rim,
'Cut-cut!’ she’d say, quick as a wink,
satisfaction of even the casual observ
Yokes, collars, cuffs, lapels and pan tive power.
Where
in
the
spring
the
bulruslygrows,
Then
'Cut-cut!' again, only slower,
been a severe blow. Enough lances
er. One does not get the impression els are embroidered in silks, spangles,
His
lantern
’
s
light,
subdued
and
dim,
And
then she would stop short and
and rifles were picked up to load a Peopling the glade with shadows grim,
- think.
The Oldest Living;. Twins.
that the salesgirl is simply working at ribbons, beads and chenilles.
wagon, .and they were the best weap
The
great
earth
shows.
Scotland claims to have the oldest ons of their kind.
a small salary until she can marry or
Traveling and walking gowns of
“And then she would say It all over—
—R. G. T. Cochrane in Chicago Tribune.
find some other employment, but one covert cloth, short skirt and long jack living twins in the world. It had been
She did look so mad and so vexed,
The direct results were bad enough
For, mamma, do you know, she’d forgot
sees thoughtful saleswomen, who are et, are undeniably stylish and should reported that the brothers Benham of for the tribe, but dissensions soon fol
Three Gates.
ten
trying to* make their occupations worth be very serviceable.
Bridgeport, Conn., who are eighty-sev- lowed to make matters worse. Eagle If you are tempted to reveal
The word that she ought to cluck next!
something, who Intend to sell goods as
fen
years
old,
were
entitled
to
that
dis

A tale some one to you has told
So I said, .'Ca-daw-cut, ca-daw-cut!’
Feather was deposed and became a
The fad fur this year is calfskin.
a business and hot as a transient occu Neck pieces, flat, pillow shaped muffs tinction. Scotland’s aged pair are renegade, and the tribe divided into About another, make it pass,
As loud and as strong as I could.
Before
you
speak,
three
gates
of
gold.'
And she looked round at me very thank
pation.
and coat collars in this striking brown Thomas A. and George Hi|I Melville of three or four factions and never united
ful.
Fife. They are in their ninety-fifth again. The Klowas and Apaches took These narrow gates—first, “Is it true?’’
f The result is that they get better pay and white fur are seen a great deal.
I tell you, it made her feel good.
Then, “Is it needful?” In your mind
than before, and many of them are
year.
George
is the frailer of the two advantage of the split to make war,
Fur and tulle will compose many and has been totally blind for the last
Give truthful answer. And the next
“Then she flapped and said, 'Cut-cut-ca•arning better salaries than they, could
dress
hats this winter. The combina seven years. A year or two ago, too, and in the course of a few years a
Is last and narrowest, “Is it kind?’.’
daw-cut!’
'
In any other way. The discrimination
She remembered, just how it weift then.
tribe
which
had.
ranked
as
the
richest
tion
is
certainly
a
rich
one.
Usually
between men and women in salaries
he was unfortunate enough to break and most powerful in the west was And if to reach your lips at least
But it’s well I ran into the garden—
It passes through these gateways three
She might never have clucked right
becomes less and less, for the modern these hats demand little trimming be his leg, and he is permanently confined scattered and broken and no longer
yond
a
short
plume
or
two
or
an
Then you may tell the, tale nor fear
again!”
endency is to regulate the. remunerato bed.
What the result of speech may be.
had a name,
M. QUAD.
—Baby World.
1 algret.

FURS

Some Ripe Plums in Dress Goods ready for your choosing

W. E. YOULAND CO. Biddeford, Maine

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1904

Boston & Maine Railroad
WINTER ARRANGEMENT

In Effect Oct. 10, 1904

WESTERN DIVISION
TRAINS LEAVE KENNEBUNK

For Boston, Lowell, Lawrence, Haver
hill, Exeter, North Berwick, Somers
worth and Dover at 7.50 and 9.39 a.m.,;
I. 18, 4.24 and 7.00 p. m.

For Dover and Way stations, 7.00 p. m.
The train at 9.39. a. m. and 1.18 p. m.
will make connection with the Eastern
Division at North Berwick.

| County notes

From Our
Regular
Correspondents

THE BARGAIN STORE
-------------- =EVERETT M. STAPLES

Cape Porpoise

raised, intending to^ail to the ves
sel, when reaching into his pockets
with both' hands for his knife and
THE NEW YEAR'S BELL.
tobacco, the dory tipped and he
The country o’er this Sabbath morn
was thrown into the sea. His dory
There comes the peal of belts;.
was quickly borne away from him,
From simple spire and lofty' dòme
but one of the crew went to his
Each one its message tells,
It matters not if wealth be there,
assistance just in time to reach him:
Or humble though it be ;
with a gaff, and. take him into his.
In tones most clear, this glad New Year,
own dory, and afterward to the
It rings out joyously. vessel. He did not regain consci
And jn this village by the sea,
ousness
for.an hour after his, rescue.
Upon the calm, clear air,

For Old Orchard and Portland,, at 7.25,
9.14, 10.55, 11.11 a. m. ; 1.20,. 4.01; Is heard thè bell's deep, joyous call
Inviting men to prayer,
7.00 p. m.
Far o’er the deep the music flung—
For Kennebunkport, at 8.25, 9.45 and Mayhap men pause to hear;
II,15 a.m.; 4.25 and.7.02 p. m.
As floats a bird, its tones are heard,
And heaven and earth seem near.

Kennebunkport

-----

106 Main Street, - - Biddeford, Me.
AFTER

THE

CHRISTMAS

RUSH

The Clearance
...... .. - BEGINNING *

--------------- t

Thu rsd ay, D e c. 29th
B thank you for your gener Time and space will not permit of enum^

Mr. Sargent of Beverly, spent
ous patronage and wish you eration but we want you to understand
Christmas here'.
all a Happy New Year. > - We that our store affords great opportunities
Mr.
George
Perkins,spent.
Christ

hope to add still further to to those seeking bargains. This week
’Twas by the sea ,’m.ong fisher folk,
SUNDAYS
mas at his home here.
By Galilee so fair,
- ,
your happiness by interesting you in our our prices on Garments, .Furs and Dress
For Boston and intermediate stations, at That Jesus oft in love did plead
Miss Mabel Townsend and ¿Ezra
plan of grand economies for ¡the ensuing Goods are receiving rather more than
1,46, 4.08 and 5.50 p. in.
With those who gathered there.
Mitchell were married one day last
No bell proclaimed ’twas He, the Christ ;
year. This store is a regular arsenal for their share of knifing. . Will you come
week.
For Portland, at 9.48 and 11.29'a. m.
His canopy the sky ;
over.
. ..
...
bargains.
Mr. W. F. Cousens of Ogunquit
Amid the strife, “The Way, the Life,"
D. J. FLANDERS,
was in town this week visiting his
Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agent To all who would draw nigh.1
brother.
If in the heart peace reigns supreme,
pressed into Oflns aroui me size ui
The Sabbath’s holy calm,
The Advent people will hold a was served and when Mr. and Mrs.
one’s two fists for the. sake- of makin®^
Dunn left to take the late train for
MAIL ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES Awakes the soul to grandest themes,
Christmas
tree
(
this
)
Wednesday
it mope portable,: the Instrument used
To weary hearts a balm,
Boston, they were accompanied to
for the purpose somewhat resembling'
E. A. FairEIELD, Postmaster
What though a cloud may somewhere evening.
¿a lemon squeezer. Before being con?V
the station by a delegation of
lurk,
Mr.
Fred
Campbell
of
Dorches

Mail closes for the West at 7.30, 9.00
verted into this shape.: the ..rice ..-isL-;
friends.
Their wedding trip will
There still is heaven’s own blue;
cooked, so that in case of emergency ft
ter was a guest; of Mrs. Hamlin
a. m.; 1.00, 4.00 and 6.35 p. m.
Hope e’er is born, when comes the dawn,
be to Boston and New York.
may be-eaten without further prepara
Littlefield for the Christmas holi
Mail closes for the East at 9.00, 10.45 And clings the whole day through.
tion,. But ordinarily the.balls are either r
THE PLANET MARS.
a. m.; 3.35 and 6.35 p. m.
days.
cut in slices and roasted or else
Ogunquit
What We Know Ahont Its Physical dropped whole into ¿the pot, when in
Mails close for Kennebunkport 9.00
John Gjlpatrick Smith and Mary
the process of. boiling they expand
and Climatic Conditions.
a. m. and 6.35 p.,m.
C.;N. Thompson is. home from We can draw all the ¿eograplïièal
Still peal the bells this glad New Year, Eliza Gooch were united in mar
Mail closes for Sanford at 9.10 and What may its days not bring?
riage on Christmas Day. We wish Boston for a few days,
configurations, seas, eoasts. lslands,
FACTS FROM FRANCE.
'.
7.10 p. m.
Be ear and heart in perfect tune,
mouths of rivers or canals
them many happy Christmas Daysg
Mrs. Lesla is at her father’s C. tjeuinsulas,of Mars, wltjti accuracy, and we.Iean an
The message they now fling
A .French suggestion for preventingAnd still fib one wants to volun F. Perkins for a visit.
ticipate' what district will appear - in
Upon the air will linger long
Mails open from the West at 8.20, 9.45,
th»-lens of the telescope, for the length .automobillsts5 from “scorching” is to
teer information in regard to the
To cheer each passing day,
Annie
M.
Norton
has
been
visit

and 11,40 a,m.; 4.40 and 7.40 p, m.
of-'the rotation of the planet is known .forbid the use-of masks- and'goggles. .
And life will hold less dross than gold, school problem, but everyone ing friends in Springvale.
to the hundredth part of a second. As A Paris butcher has been..sent to
Mails open from the East at 8.20 and5 Skies more of blue than gray.
wants to'read about it. Isn’t it
the planet' tùms upon- its- a*xis;-more prison for three months f6r seiling'"
William
F.
Littlefield
is
spend

9.55 a. m.; 1.38 and 4.40 p. m.
than ours, thè calendar'ôf the goat’s flesh dressed to resemble lamb. .
so?
But listen still 1 Hast thou no ear
ing the Christmas holiday with his Slowly
inhabitants of Mars is composed of- The cijy of Paris has purchased the ,
Mails open from Kennebunkport at 9,45 For other words that fall?
Sunday evening the Methodist father.
two consecutive ^ears Of 668 days,and rooms which the poet Beranger Inhabit
a. m. and 4.40 p. m.
“Look unto Me and be ye saved,”
ed from 1854 to his death in 1^57. He
church
was crowded to listen to the
a bisestile, oiie of 669 days-;
The
message
is
to
all.
Mabel
J-.
Thompson
is
enjoying
Mails open from Sanford at 9.15 a. m.
concert which was given by the a short rest from her duties ,inr It is not many years since- Mars en paid $120. a year for them,
“
Lo,
I
am
with
thee
always,
and 6.40 p. m.
tered into the sphere of our observa Iff 1900 there were 2,897 automobiles;
Sunday School.
Rev. Mr. Skill Lynn.
My peace I leave with thee,”
tion. And one can also say that .-there in-France. This year 12,984 are regis
Office Hours—7.15 a. m. to 8.00 p. m.
'Mid failing tears, with joy-one hears
ings was unable to be present op
is but a small number of the inhabit tered There has been a decrease of
Installation of officers of Ocean ants of this world who have observed 20,000 horses and of 245,475 horse
The words, “Come unto Me.”
account of sickness and the service
HELEN FRANCES WARD.
Lodge of Masons Thursday, otthis ft In all Its details, and of these the drawn vehicles in that time.
was in charge of Mr. Durrell.'
most experienced is Signor Schiaparel France has issued- a new. tiyenfyiflye;
week.
PUBLIC LIBRARY
Monday evening Supper and Christ
li, director of the.observatory at Milan. centime piece of nickel, struck off ln-:
Miss Kate Nunan was at home,
The trees at both churches last The geographical map of the planet polygonal form to avoid resemblance«
MAIN STREET
mas trees were held at the Baptist,
to spend Christmas.
Mars has just been made with infinite to silver coins ot about the sanae?.size. :
Congregational and Methodist Saturday evening were well loaded care by the above mentioned astrono The new coin has twenty-two edges.
MiSSE^LA A. Clarke, Librarian
Miss Daisy Nunan has gone to churches and there, were many with presents.
mer. One ffiight çeally consider it a Grapes gathered from thp famous
Library Hours — Monday, Wednesday Boston to visit.friends.
terrestrial sphere of continents, Islands, treille due Roi Chasselas Vine at toe-;:
The
agony
of
the
appointment
of
present
at
all
of
the
exercises.
and Saturday evenings, from 7 to 8
coasts, peninsulas, gulfs, waters. More- palace Fontainebleau this year have :•
Mrs. Charles Perkins has re
o’clock. Saturday afternoons from
On Saturday last the young peo deputy sheriff is over and J. B. s over, clouds, rains, indndatlons, snows', been sold for $550. The vine is one of .
turned from her visit among rela ple of Kennebunkport Village Clark has the plum,
2.30 to 4.00 o'clock.
seasons, winters and summers, springs the oldest in France and was present- :
tives in Lawrence, Mass. ;
Samuel B. Sawyer of Amesbury, . and autumns prevail as. they do- here, ed to Francis I. by the sultan.
spent a delightful evening at Myr
and the intensity of thé seasons'is ab
Rev. Mr. Pillsbury will be en tle Hall. The affair was an invi Mass., was in town last week to solutely the same as with us, the in
BRITISH BRIEFS.
KENNEBUNK FINE ALARM
clination of the axis being the same as
tertained at the home of Mr. Rob tation dance given by Miss . Mabel attend his uncle’s funeral.
: ours.
The permanent staff of the'liouse of s
1 Brown Street in front E. F. Dens ert Hutchins the coming Sunday. Littlefield, Mr, Will Gould, Mr.
Mr. Joseph Clark has been : Our problem of the habitability of the !•commons
¿umbers sixty-six. Their sal- j
more’s.
s
Frank
Miller,
and
Miss
Grace
Mr. Frank Prbctor and family of
elected by a large majority, deputy stars Is limited to observing the, celesr aries total $210,000 annually. ,
2 Corner High and Cross Street.
tlal bodies upon which the conditions
Biddeford spent Monday with rela Allyn. . The hall was quite trans sheriff for the next two years.
Yarmouth . manages Its own races, j'
3 Corner Main and Storer Streets.
are such that organized matter can ex This year it made $15,500 by the races,
formed by red shades on the elec
tives here.
The lamp given away with per ist in a durable form.
reducing taxation to that extent.
4 Corner Storer'and Fletcher Streets*
The lobster fishermen are taking tric lights and decorations of fumery at Simon Krinsky^s was In the planet Mars thé density of a The urn containing the .ashes of Str, .5 Main Street hear Public Library.
meter of water, ’ eaçth or any Edwin Arnold has been ebnveyed. to ;
tbeir traps but of the watet for the greenery . A few card tables in - drawn with No. 6 by Mrs. R. C. cubic
matter is only the Seventeenth of what Oxford by his son and placed-in .the y
6 Comer Park and Summer Streets.
terested
those
who
did
not
care
to
winter , as they do not want to take
Marsh.
-ft Is bére, and., the weight is only chapel of University college.
.
7 Corner Grove and Park Streets. *
chances on losing them during dance,' The patronesses were
Annie M. Perkins has returned thirty-eight one-hundredths. A kilo A number of young men in London
8 Summer St., near W. F. Simpson’s.
gram
transported
to
Mars,
would
Mrs.
William
Gould,
Mrs.
Hamlin
heavy storms. One year ago they
home from Manchester, N. H., therefore only weigh .876 grams have organized a club for the encour- \
had hard luck with them, some of Littlefield, Mrs. Stronach, “Mrs. where she has been visiting her there, and a man or woman weigh agement of a revival of breeches and j
for men’» wear instead of. ■
ing seventy kilos would. only weigh stockings
the fishermen losing three sets b( Ed. Miller, Mrs. Norton and Mrs. brother.
trousers.
'
■/ ;
twenty-six
there.
The
■
years
/are
Allyn. The Mandolin Orchestra
'traps.
Thê British postal department ls wSb
Some
of
our
young
people
at

nearly
twice
as
long
as
upon
oiir
fog to establish G. 0. D. parcel, deliv- '
Schooner Sylvia M. Nunan was of North Berwick furnished excel tended the dancing school reception planet, and the climatological condi êry.
The larger firms favor it, Tho
lent-music,
which
was
...
much
ap

tions
seem
much
more
favorable
than
in Boston Monday of last week,the
smaller firms are protesting.
'■ •
¿tt
Wells
last
Friday
evening
and
they
are
here.
The number of visitors to the Shake- '
crew sharing sixteen dollars, and preciated by all. Every one voted reported a jolly time.
The conditions necessary to life are,
the Mildred V. Nunan, sharing the affair a great success, and. Friends are visiting Miss Grace we kiiow, multiform, as the structure speare house at Stratford-on-Avon
of the organic matter is so complicated. year has broken the record, having :
thirty dollars; the Sadie M. Nunan many expressed a wish that an - Littlefield, Wellesley ’06 and her —
Camille Flammarion in Harper’s been at the rate of 30,000 per annum.
Other
might
be
held
in
the
near
American visitors have become so nu
Thursday, sharing twenty - four
, Magazine.
sister,
Ocy
Littlefield
Of
Portland,
merous that a special register of their J
dollars; the Richard J. Nunan future•. As it was Saturday night while they are at home^i
names is now kept.
*
The «Plaarue 0f Women.’?
sharing ten dollars; and the Olive the dancing stopped promptly at
When the war between <Japan and
Miss
Myra
Seavey
and
Miss
Ber

five
minutes
before
twelve,
and
Recalling;
a
CounMlinaihu;
-;ii ■
F. Hutchins in Portland Tuesday,
Russia broke out the Japanese govern
tha
Ramsdell
have
returned
from
Councilman
J.
P.
Davenport.'
of
Lbs?
everybody
was
out
of
the
hall
be
ment*
did
not
desire
the
assistance
of
sharing ten dollars.
Angeles recéntly waa- removed • from;>i?
fore the electric lights were turned Gorham Normal School and are foreign nurses.
The Christmas exercises were off at midnight.
A certain nuihber of American nurses office under what is known as théi “wfM
enjoying a weeks vacation.
went to Japan.; They were received call” feature of the city charter. His
held in the church last Saturday
John W. Jacobs and wife dele with courtesy and.coiupliihénts .by the successor was chosen at a special eleeevening.
The concert was in
The charter gives the electors of
gates
to Grange Convention at polite officials at Tokyo. But3 the New tion.
charge of Misses Lettie Tibbetts, Kennebunkport Giri Marries Ban
York Medical Record says that “the a ward the right to “reealiv a council^ J
Lewiston
report
a
very
pleasant
trip
gor Man in Portland
médical department, ofthe.' Japanese man who has acted contrary to their Claribel Huff and Gertrude Hutch
and an enthusiastic gathering.
Highest Prices
army has been frightfully embarrassed interests. Upon the presentation of ains, v and an interesting program
Miss Bertha M._ Buzzell. of Ken
by their attentions.” It declares that petition to the city clerk having. thèIceing
seems
to
be
the
prominent*
was given, which was enjoyed by nebunkport and William M. Dunn
their Ignorance of the Japanese lan signatures of 60 per cent of the bona Paid
fide voters of the ward the council all. The trees with their many of Bangor wére married Wednes-> pastime now for many of the young guage and their inability to eat Jap must
then order a special election. *
Many- large anese food or to live in Japanese style
gifts made a pleasing picture to day , evening at the- residence of men of Oguncfuit.
have proved an almost complete bar to
Yankee Bluejackets In &ojndon, -,
loads
are
taken
from
the
ponds
both children and grown people;; Rev. French McAfee, the rector of
their usefulness.
London is much impressed by the ab- &
The London Hospital unfeelingly re golutely new type of Yankee bluejack
and all spent a pleasant Christmas the Presbyterian church, Portland. every day.
Mr. Joel Perkins- is making fine marks, ‘‘Nurses should show more dis ets seen in her streets, ; Westminster
Eve.
Miss Isabel B. Huff of Kennebunk
cipline when wars occur,, or they ,may
improvements
about, his^ recently come to be classed with thè' ‘plague of fbbey,. the Tower and other places late
The Christmas sale and supper port, a cousin -of the brides was
ly. They weresailors, from.- AdmlraLJewell’s fleet -on shore leave. Hand- *7
which was given ffi the vestry of bridesmaid, and Angus K. Mc purchased house, laying carpets, women’ type-*,..
Let me know what the church by the Ladies’ Aid So Donald a friend of Mr. Dunn, was; etc. Things are looking suspici
■some, tidy,, well set up fellows- going •;
Raising; Trout Crop«.
about, with Baedekers in their hands,
ciety was a decided success, ||fty- bestman. The bride wore a brown ous. How about it Joel?
There' ought to have, been more than looking up the historic “points of. inter
you have to offer two
The Christmas concert at the a suggestion to some farmers with an est,” they have delighted Englishmen,
dollars being cleared.
This* traveling dress, cream silk blouse
water supply at hand in the by their intelligence, and singular use
with some gifts of money handed in andbrown hat, and carried a bou Methodist church “off Christmas available,
tank containing trout six months, one,, of their privileges.
. •
by friends, frees the belfry froth the quet of white carnations. Miss Fve was surely a success. The two and three years old, shown by
Lewis
Johnson
■&,
Son
of
West
Brattle

tree
was
well
decorated
and
the
last debt.
It was built two years Huff was dressed in brown and
Old Walnut Furniture.
v
Vt, at the Valley fair. The
If you have any old walnut furniture
program was very pleasing to the boro,
ago, costing over one thousand carried pink carnations.
three-year-olds weighed two pounds keep ft by all means; It is becoming
dollars, and by the untiring efforts A wedding reception was given audience.
apiece,- and at market value they are rarer and more valuable all the time,. '
$1.50 each in season. Mr. John Most of the pieces are. ugly, because
of the ladies, and the help of friends, at the residence of Mr. and, Mrs.
The Christian church had their worth
son claims that he is making more
the last dollar has now been paid. B. M. Bradbury, 103 Pearl; street. Christmas copcert and tree Satur from the sale of his trout each year when walnut was in fashion taste was-. I
at a low ebb. An old bureau, table er
Charles Gerry, one of the crew Mrs; Bradbury, the hostess, is a day evenings December twenty- than many a farmer geta from his en chest of drawers-may be made a thing
tire
establishment.
Some
raisers
insist
It was well attended and that trout can be put on the market for of beauty yrith a little expenditure. In .
A large fourth.
of the Richard J. Nunan, had a sister of Mrs. Dunn.
the first place the wood must .be scrap
SAMUEL CLARK narrow, escape from drowning last number of friends were present. was a great success and much “the price of pork.”
ed of its disfiguring varnish and brass
Friday.
The trawls had been set Thè wedding presents were very praise is due tp Miss Edna Little
or glass knobs put on. / Some pieces ,
Japanese
Anny
Rations.
Broker and Lumber ^Dealer and hauled, and Gerry sat on a numerous, largely made up of field who carefully trained the
may have to be entirely remade; but;,
The main dependence of the Japa this is frequently done with mahogany
ROSS BLOCK
TEL. 642 trawl - tub with the sail of his dory valuable silver. An elegant lunch children.
nese troops in the field is rice com and other valuable woods.

WANTED
Timber Lots
of any
description

